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The concept: The culinary essence of the Alps. 
Our chef collects his ingredients from as close to home as 
possible and knows his culinary partners. 

The revolving restaurant uses only Swiss meat and cooks 
with Swiss ingredients as far as possible. 

MOUNTAIN CHEESE 
Just 2500 meters as the crow flies from the Stanserhorn, spicy 
specialities are maturing in the cellar of Simon Zumbühl's 
Huismatt mountain cheese dairy. Simon delivers a whole wheel 
of his unmistakable Huismatt mountain cheese to the 
Drehrestaurant kitchen every week. 

STANSERHORN SAUSAGE 
Roman Stalder emphasizes his personal acquaintance with the 
farmers from whom he sources his meat and appreciates their 
sustainable production methods. At the request of the 
Stanserhorn Restaurant, the Stalder butcher's shop in 
Ennetbrügen develops the exclusive "Streckwurst". 

ALPINE MACCARONIS 
The magrons are made with Swiss durum wheat at Kernser-Pasta in 
Obwalden. The magron cream comes from Christian von der Molki 
Stans, and the Swiss Alpine Herbs organic vegetable bouillon is 
produced in Därstetten in Simmental. The potatoes and cheese are 
also from Switzerland.  
These selected ingredients make them a real treat made from 100% 
Swiss ingredients. 

All culinary partners can be found at www.cabrio.ch 

Vegetarian offer Vegan offer 



 

 

 

COLD OFFER FROM SELF-SERVICE 

 

 

CabriO-platter        CHF 18.50 
fruitbread, local cheese,  
a pair of "Stanserli" dry sausage 

Stanserhorn-platter       CHF 24.50 
fruitbread, Swiss cold cut, 
local cheese 

Green Salad        CHF   8.50 

Mixes Salad         CHF 10.50 

«Birchermüesli»        CHF   8.00 
Homemade 

Sandwiches        CHF   7.50 
Ham, salami or cheese 

  



 

 

 

WARM OFER FROM SELF-SERVICE 

 

From 10:00 am 

Vegan Soup of the day       CHF   9.50 

Gulash soup        CHF   8.00 

 

From 11:00 am 

Alpine maccaronis       CHF 21.50 
accompanied by swiss apple puree 

«Hörnli» pasta with minces beef     CHF 20.50 

«Hörnli» pasta with tomatoes sauce     CHF 18.50 

Menu of the day        CHF 21.50 
with meat or vegetarian 

Chicken Nuggets        CHF 17.50 
with French fries 

Escalope         CHF 23.50 
with french fries 

Portion French fries       CHF   9.50 
made from Swiss potatoes 

Stanserhorn Sausage       CHF 19.50 
with French fries, on dark sauce with 
mustard seeds 

Traditional Quiche-like       CHF 11.50 
Nidwalden Chees Pie 


